GET THE BEST FROM
YOUR TENNANT
EQUIPMENT BY
DEMANDING THE BEST
FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT
TENNANTTRUE® PARTS
You want your facilities cleaned right the first
time, every time. You need to make the most
of your staff time, so repeating a task due to
poor performance is not an option. TennantTrue
parts are designed to work precisely on our
equipment, engineered to Tennant’s exacting
specs, and built to last, ensuring that you get the
most out of your equipment and parts.
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Every 30 minutes of extra
cleaning equals $198 in
wasted labor costs per
month or $2,370 annually*

*Based on a 7-day cleaning cycle with
labor costs at $13 per hour

BRUSHES

TENNANTTRUE BRUSH

LOOK-ALIKE BRUSH

 Built to last
 Made with premium raw materials and a unique spline
drive system
 Designed for superior performance and long service life
by transferring power efficiently from hub to brush
TennantTrue® brushes are designed with features like solution
holes that ensure cleaning solution flows directly through brush
to floor for optimal cleaning performance. Look-alike brushes
omit this feature, wasting solution and potentially increasing the
amount of time required to clean floors to a comparable level.
Another feature of TennantTrue brushes maximizes the weartime: maximum bristle length provides longer wear, lowering the
overall cost of the brush, while providing the ideal brush weight
for good performance on your equipment. Look-alike brushes
may require an adapter that adds weight to the brush and causes
strain on your machine. At the same time, the space taken for
the adapter reduces bristle length – so brushes wear out and
require replacement at a faster rate.

SQUEEGEES

Obstructed holes block solution flow,
wasting solution and labor time
TENNANTTRUE BRUSH

LOOK-ALIKE BRUSH

Space taken for the adapter can
reduce bristle length by up to 31%

TENNANTTRUE SQUEEGEE

LOOK-ALIKE SQUEEGEE

 Designed specifically for your Tennant machine
 Maximize cleaning effectiveness in a single pass
 Maximize liquid collection and pickup so floors
dry quickly
Precise angling improves water pickup, and high-quality
materials create a good seal with the floor and ensure long
squeegee life for TennantTrue squeegees. Look-alike substitutes
may not be cut precisely and may not seal to the floor as well,
allowing water and slippery solution to remain on the floor.
Using TennantTrue squeegees reduces slip, trip and fall hazards.

Gaps on look-alike squeegees
leave water on the floor due
to their exaggerated angle

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE DIFFERENCE 
CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND PARTS
SOLUTIONS THAT SUIT YOUR NEEDS
Call 800-553-8033
Order parts online
www.tennantco.com
csparts@tennantco.com

